
IRAS-PIT CODES 

 

Code Code Description Do I complete an 
IRAS-PIT? 

NC First time offender coming to DOC for this offense, not a probation violator YES 
NC-PRIOR-A New commitment/prior adult.  

Most recently at an adult location and then discharged from DOC; prior incarceration was not just a safe 
keeper or predisposition 

YES 

NC-PRIOR-J New Commitment/Prior Juvenile. 
 Most recently at a juvenile location and discharged 

YES 

PD Court ordered evaluation of a convicted, not yet sentenced, person NO 

SK Safekeeper.  
Offender that the court has determined cannot be managed in a local facility and has been ordered to be 
incarcerated into DOC prior to conviction or sentencing 

NO 

CSVT-NODOC Received a technical violation while on court supervision; coming to DOC to serve time on the original offense, 
but was not in DOC for the original offense prior to being put on court supervision 

YES 

CSVN-NODOC Received a new conviction while on court supervision; coming to DOC to serve the new conviction but was not 
in DOC for the original offense prior to being put on court supervision 

YES 

CCVT-NODOC Received a technical violation while on community corrections coming to DOC to serve time on the original 
offense, but was not in DOC for the original offense prior to being put on community corrections. 

YES 

CCVN-NODOC Received a new conviction while on community corrections, coming to DOC to serve the new conviction but 
was not in DOC for the original offense prior to being put on community corrections 

YES 

CSVT-RTDOC Received a technical violation while on court supervision; was in DOC for the original offense and is now 
returning to DOC to serve remaining time on the original offense 

YES 

CSVN-RTDOC Received a new conviction while on court supervision; was in DOC for the original sentence and is now 
returning to DOC to serve time on the new conviction  

YES 

CCVT-RTDOC Received a technical violation while on community corrections, was in DOC for the original offense and is now 
returning to DOC to serve remaining time on the original offense 

YES 

CCVN-RTDOC Received a new conviction while on community corrections was in DOC for the original offense and is now 
returning to DOC to serve time on the new conviction 

YES 

ESC-NC Escape return with a new commit YES 
TIC-NC Incarcerated in Indiana and leaving to serve parole out of state NO 
CTP-NC CTP violation/new commit returning to the facility under the same commitment period because of a  violation 

of their CTP obligation and bringing a new commitment 
YES 

CTP-TV CTP violation. Returning to the facility under the same commitment period because of a violation of their CTP 
obligation 

NO 



IRAS-PIT CODES 

DISC TRAN Disciplinary transfer. Transfer from one facility to another due to disciplinary reason NO 
DISC PEND Transfer from one location to another for pending disciplinary action NO 
STOPOVER Transfer from one location to another, but was a stopover because of travel issues NO 
REINST PAR Reinstate parole. Based on a pending parole violation, the Parole Board has ruled the offender will have his 

parole reinstated 
NO 

CONTPAROL Continue parole obligation. Based on the pending parole violation, the Parole Board has ruled the offender will 
continue the parole obligation 

NO 

PPH-T Pending a parole board hearing on a technical violation NO 
PV-T Parole Violator/technical. Moving to a facility under the same commitment period because a violation of their 

parole  
NO 

PPH-NC Pending a parole board hearing on a new commitment; No PIT is needed until the offender is officially 
returned to the facility as a PV-NC. See below. 

NO 

PV-NC Parole Violator/new DOC commit. Moving to a facility under the same commitment period because of a 
violation of their parole, but with a new DOC commitment from the court.  

YES 

CSV-T Probation violator coming back to DOC but was not in DOC for this offense prior to being put on probation.  YES 

RCA-NC Moving to a facility under same commitment period because of a violation of their RCA release , but with a 
new commitment from the courts 

YES 

PPH-PBA Offender has a pending new charge, but has yet to be convicted. Offender is not manageable by a local 
authority.  

NO 

PPH-JL Offender had a new local offense while on parole but it was totally served in the county jail. This will only be 
used when returning from parole.  

NO 

CTP-NOF Returning from CTP due to refusal by the court or no fault of the offender, not a technical violation or new 
offense. 

NO 

DELINQ-NC Delinquent return or new commit returning to a facility or parole district from delinquency with a new DOC 
offense; likely waiting a parole board hearing.  

NO 

EXEC DEC Offender movement resulting from the decision of a member of DOC executive staff or above. NO 
MISC Miscellaneous, does not fall into any other category.  NO 
RCA-T RCA/return/technical- Moving to a facility under the same commitment period because of a violation of their 

RCA release. 
NO 

RCA-NC Moving to a facility under same commitment period because of a violation of their RCA release , but with a 
new commitment from the courts 

YES 
 


